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New technology agreement set to deliver latest, robust PC tablets for police and emergency services
London, UK, 14 January, 2014 - Becrypt (http://www.becrypt.com) and Motion Computing, a leading global
provider of mobile technology built for business, have signed an agreement to develop a new portfolio of
robust PC tablet solutions aimed specifically at the healthcare, police and emergency services where
security and mobility are critical. Becrypt DISK Protect encryption has been certified to run on
Motion’s latest Microsoft Windows 8 models, the Motion F5te and Motion C5te, with the Motion J3600 to
follow soon. The partnership also serves to strengthen the long-standing collaboration between the two
companies that goes back several years.
Motion’s F5te and J3600 are lightweight and rugged tablet solutions that streamline the processes and
increase the productivity of mobile workers in harsh environments. The Motion F5te is integrated with an
extensive range of features such as digital cameras, a barcode scanner and an RFID reader to link
seamlessly with a variety of documentation and collaboration applications, and provides superior
connectivity to wireless technologies including Bluetooth, WiFi 3G and GPS. The Motion J3600 offers a
larger display format option with high levels of security, power and manageability and delivers virtually
unlimited productivity with twin hot swap batteries.
Motion is also trialling Becrypt’s DISK Protect CPA certified software on its C5te Tablet PC, designed
for healthcare organisations. The C5te is a powerful computing tool that supports demanding healthcare
workflows and ensures compliance with infection control protocols, offering access to critical patient
data from virtually any location.
Ian Davies, Country Manager, Northern Europe at Motion Computing said: “Offering the latest PC tablet
technology is not enough. Blending our hardware and peripherals with software that is highly
configurable and robust is the way forward. The police and emergency services all require carefully
tailored solutions that offer the highest levels of mobility and security. Our agreement with Becrypt
will strengthen our portfolio with tried and tested encryption capabilities that add real value to these
field operations.”
Most recently, Becrypt expanded its presence in the USA marketplace by signing up SYNNEX as a distributor
in the region. This leading business process services company is also a distributor of Motion, creating
a shared relationship that will extend the reach of Motion and Becrypt into the emergency services
markets.
Dr Bernard Parsons, CEO at Becrypt, said: “As tablet adoption continues to grow in tough, mobile and
increasingly security-conscious industry sectors, we are delighted to bring this joint offering with
Motion to market through the channel. Organisations operating remotely and often in difficult or harsh
environments need software that can protect their confidential and sensitive data and drive productivity
and performance. We look forward to working with Motion to deliver further product innovations across
the UK and beyond.”
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For more information about Becrypt and Becrypt solutions, please visit: www.becrypt.com
-endsNOTES TO EDITORS:
About Motion Computing
Motion Computing empowers businesses worldwide with technology solutions designed to optimise the
performance of mobile workers. Through industry-leading rugged tablet PCs, tailored accessories and
services – Motion delivers mobile technology solutions customised to business workflows. Purposely
built for vertical markets including field service, healthcare, utilities, construction, retail, public
safety and first responders - Motion’s suite of mobile technology solutions improves worker
productivity, data accuracy and security, while enabling real-time decision making at the
point-of-service.
Customers report lower operational expenses, increased efficiency and enhanced customer service. Motion
makes its solutions available through a global network of value added resellers and distributors.
For more information, visit www.motioncomputing.co.uk
About Becrypt
Becrypt is a leading supplier of innovative mobile security solutions and services that are
Government-certified, and suitable for many industry sectors. Becrypt provides a range of Cyber Security
solutions to protect data at rest and data in use, across a broad range of platforms, from Laptops to
Smartphones, from Windows to iOS and Android. Becrypt’s secure thin client technology supports virtual
data infrastructure (VDI) access, enabling secure and rapid IT transformation within the Enterprise, as
well as cost effective remote access.
Through its focus on product assurance, multiple platforms and centralised management, Becrypt’s
solutions enable the most security conscious organisations to deliver cost effective compliance, whilst
maintaining flexibility, choice and usability for their users.
As a leading supplier of encryption technology to the UK Government, Ministry of Defence and UK Police,
Becrypt also offers Cyber Security Consultancy and bespoke systems.
Becrypt has offices in London, UK, and McLean, VA, USA. For more information visit: www.becrypt.com
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